Growing a
Sustainable
Cardiff North
Our vision for
Cardiff North in 2020

‘A neighbourhood that values and enhances
our natural environments, minimises our
ecological footprint, and provides a
friendly, safe and attractive environment’.

Developed by the residents
of Cardiff North through the
Sustainable Neighbourhoods
Program.

Our Sustainable Neighbourhood
Action Plan
We want Cardiff North to be a place where:
• We actively care for and enjoy our bushland areas that support thriving wildlife
• E
 veryone minimises their use of resources and has a smaller than average ecological footprint, by
integrating sustainability into their everyday actions
• Parks and public facilities are clean and safe places for families to visit
• P
 eople are encouraged to leave their cars at home and use pedestrian and cycleways to access goods
and services locally

We care about:
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Cardiff North Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Plan

Our Priorities
for 2011-2013
Protecting our natural environment
• Help us to improve our bushland areas
• Decrease weeds
• Raise awareness of animal pests
• Decrease litter and dumping
• Support and/or join our local Landcare groups, participate in a planting day
• Learn how to create backyard habitat area in your garden

Strengthening our community
• M
 eet your neighbours, support the Sustainable Neighbourhoods program and
celebrate Cardiff North’s achievements
• Encourage civic responsibility in our community
• Provide a safe environment for children to play and adults to meet
• Support a pedestrian and cycle friendly neighbourhood and youth activities

Living sustainably
• Encourage our neighbourhood to minimise resource use
• Assist residents to reduce and reuse, particularly food and garden waste
• W
 ork to identify footpaths and cycleways in the area to reduce congestion, car
fumes and noise
• Encourage public transport use

Developed by residents of Cardiff North through the Cardfif North Sustainable Neighbourhood Group
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The journey so far
Cardiff
Market
Day Display

Oct
2009

Initial meeting
with Cardiff
North Public
School P&C

Nov
2009

Community
Attitudes
Survey

(105 participants)

Cardiff
North PS
Student
Workshop

May
2010

Jun
2010

Feb
2010

Workshop 1
Understanding
Cardiff North
(25 participants)

Delightful
Decomposition
Workshop

Coordinator
meeting to
finalise SNAP

Draft SNAP
prepared

July
2010

Sept
2010

Aug
2011

Workshop 3
Action
Planning

Workshop 2
Discovering
what can be

Sept
2011

March
2012

Launch
of SNAP

(20 participants)

(23 participants)

Regular Coordinator Group
Meetings

community conversations

Together we have created a vision for a sustainable
Cardiff North. Participants achieved this vision by
documenting existing community values and actions.
The information has been compiled in the Cardiff North Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Plan (SNAP).
This brochure promotes the priority projects of the Plan for 2011-2013.
• Everyone is welcome

• Be part of your neighbourhood

• Find out about our current projects and activities

• Get involved and share your skills

• Be part of something positive

• Join this fantastic initiative

Copies of the Cardiff North Sustainable Neighbourhood Action Plan
are available at Cardiff Library or contact:
Cardiff North Sustainable Neighbourhood group
Janene Spence 0414 652 497 or email Janene.spence@gmail.com
or Lake Macquarie City Council 4921 033 or www.lakemac.com.au
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